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The A pocal p tics
EDITH EFRON’S remarkable
The
Apocalyptics:
Cancer and the Big
Lie (New York: Simon and Schuster,
589 pp., $19.95) is the story of a scandal within a scandal. It is worked
out in detective story fashion, with
Miss Efron, a consummately able researcher, zeroing in after the perusal
of thousands of documents on the
culprits who have been misleading
us about the extent of the cancer
threat. Her book does not make for
light reading, for it is densely packed
on every one of its pages. But it is a
richly rewarding study of misuse of
the press by scores of people, both in
government and out, who pretend to
speak in the name of science.
The big overall scandal that engages Miss Efron’s attention before
she gets into the meat of her book is
the one perpetrated by the environmentalists who think the earth is
doomedby capitalistic industrialists
who put profit ahead of human life.
Her "apocalyptics"
include Rachel
Carson, Barry Commoner, Rene Dubos, Paul Ehrlich and George Wald,

as well as a group of scientists at MIT
who conducted a famous study for
the Club of Rome. In her Silent
Spring Miss Carson portrayed nao
ture as good and attacked industrial
man as the great defiler of our soil
and atmosphere. Barry Commoner,
the biologist, made the "ecological
crisis" the burden of his testimony
before the Muskie Committee,
claiming that our capitalistic industrialists and pesticide-using agriculturalists were destroying the world’s
ecosystem. In a book titled The Poverty of Power, Commonersaid that
socialism offered the only way out.
The report done by MITscientists for
the Club of Romepurported to prove
that if we did not mend our profligate consumption, the earth would
be running out of fuels and minerals
by the year 2,000 A.D.
The universal doomsayers set the
stage for Edith Efron’s second scandal, the propagation of the theory
that ninety per cent of our cancer is
due to industry-made chemicals that
get into the food we eat, the water
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we drink, and the air we breathe.
set a carcinogen in dire motion a
This, in Miss Efron’s extremely well"promoter" may be necessary. If the
documented opinion, is the "big lie"
"promoter" can be evaded, there will
she refers to in her title.
be no cancer. The whole thing is exMiss Efron knows as well as any- tremely complex. Yet our laws are
body else that many artificially
based on what might be called "onemade chemicals are dangerous. But on-one" theory. "Regulatory" scithe idea that nature itself is pure and ence is not like true science: it deonly man is vile can’t stand up for a mands black-and-white
answers to
moment against the evidence that
questions that still baffle even the
Miss Efron summons from her vast
most careful
of our laboratory
reading. The world is full of natural
workers.
carcinogens that pre-date the birth
of all our modern chemical manu- Questionable Tests
facturing companies. Silicates and
The whole business of using ani"asbestiform
minerals" are widemals to test for carcinogens poses
spread in our bedrocks. Our mines many conundrums. What will cause
are full of radon, a radioactive gas. cancer in mice may not necessarily
We get skin cancer from the sun. Our induce tumors in rats or hamsters. If
foods, whether organically grown or there can be differing susceptibilinot, contain elements that could be t].es in animals, how can we genercancerous. Miss Efron’s list of natalize about man? Then there is the
ural carcinogens
takes up many question about high and low dosage.
pages. What she demonstrates
is
In one experiment on the sweetener
that everything is chemistry, and cyclamate, test animals were given
much of chemistry, both natural and the human equivalent of 552 bottles
man-made, can be dangerous if geof soft drinks a day. Herman Kraynetic dispositions combine with cirbill, a dissenting memberof the Nacumstances to cause cells to go hay- tional Cancer Institute, says the data
wire in a still unexplained way.
drawn from such tests as related to
When Miss Efron says, "there is
man "are almost science fiction."
nothing we can breathe, eat or drink
Despite random variations,
and
without encountering carcinogens,"
the opinion of many scientists
that
it made me wonder how the human two or three species of animals
race has come as far as it has. Isaac
should be used if a test is to be conBerenblum, who discovered
there
sidered anywhere near conclusive,
was such a thing as anticarcinogeOSHAconsiders that "a substance
nesis, provides a hopeful answer.
may be classified as a Category I PoThere are cancer inhibitors.
And to tential Carcinogen on the basis of
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scientifically
evaluated positive results..,
in a single mammalianspecies in an adequately conducted longterm bioassay..."
So the mice have
it all on their lonesome. And Congress listens.
The scandal, as Miss Efron sees it,
is that our scientists have not spoken up to refute the simplistic notions about cancer and cancer prevention that have been spread by the
apocalyptics. They have not told the
world that a study of various societies shows no correlation
between
the rise of industrialism
and the
prevalence of cancer. The dinosaurs
had cancer. Socialism is no cure, nor
is Third World rusticity. A study of
cancer in Ethiopia and Chad would
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be meaningless simply because millions in those countries are dying of
malnutrition before they could ever
contract the diseases of old age.
Miss Efron, who wrote The News
Twisters, has been extremely critical
of the press--the
"media"--in the
past. Curiously she does not blame
newspapers and television for misreporting on cancer. Reporters are dependent on official sources for their
cancer
news. When government
agencies lead reporters
down the
garden path, it is the duty of scientists to protest. That they have failed
to counter the "apocalyptics" is the
true scandal. Edith Efron’s book
should do much to correct
the
situation.
~)
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985 SummerSeminarsat FEE

June 23-29
July 14-20
August 4-10

For twenty-twoyears our annualsummer
seminarshaveoffered a thoroughintroduction to the principles of limited government
andthe market economy.
Oursessionsattract lively anddiverse groupsof people-including students, teachers, businessproprietors and employees.
Theweekincludesthirty-five hoursof lecture anddiscussion,with
ampletime for participants to meetinformally with both staff anddistinguishedguestlecturers. TheFoundation,situated on a five-acre estate in a quiet suburbnearNewYorkCity, providesanideal setting for
a weekof study andreflection.
Thechargefor a seminar--tuition, supplies, roomand board--is
$400.Fellowships(includingpartial travel grants)are available. A detailed seminarbrochurewill be sent on request.
Pleaseaddressall requestsfor applicationsandfurther informationto:
SummerSeminars
Foundationfor EconomicEducation
Irvington, NewYork 10533
(914) 591-7230
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Any idea b~cornes our own as we are exposedto
it and acceptit and practice it and can explain it
to friends--all donewithout coercion.
This pretty well describesthe activities of FEE--seeking,practicing,
sharingideason liberty, that liberty whichLord,~cton identified as "the
assurancethat every manshall be protected in doing what he believes
his duty against the influence of authority and nnajorities, customand
opinion." If you’d care to join in pursuit of suchideas and ideals, just
use the for~n belowto reserve your place on ~’~ F~@~ma~
mailing list.
ff you’re already on the n~ailing list, but have a newaddress, please
use this ~orrn to let us knowof the changeand to minimizeany delays
in delivery.

Sorry, this is not a mailing card; please enclose in a stamped envelope.

FOUNDATIONF~)F~ ~C@NOMIC~DUCAT~ON
~RV~NGTON-ON-HUDSO~, ~W Y~RK ~533
Please add my nameto receive THEFREEMAN,
64-page monthly study
journal of free market, private property, limited governmentideas and
ideals, plus NOTES
FROM
FEE,a 4-pager devoted to libertarian methods, issued every other month.
I’m already on your mailing list,

Name

but havea newaddress, as below.

(Please
print)

Street
State

City
Zip Code
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